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A risky mission for
rescuing the enflamed
vessel in the eastern
Liou Chiou sea

   |   

Article, photos | Chang Shen-tai

A passenger tourism boat, SS Tourism, servicing between Dong

Gang and Shiao Liou Chiou has set sail from Donggang at 12:20

noon on July 31 from Donggang, and has encountered a fire distress

two nautical miles off the offshore of Shiao Liou Chiou at around 12:44,

where thick smokes begin to break out, and the passenger aboard the

vessel are force to escape by jumping into the sea; a total of 138 of the

passengers and crew are rescued by Coast Guard patrol vessels, fishing

vessels working in nearby waters and transport vessels.
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A snapshot of Coast Guard vessel's
risky rescuing at sea

Rescued passengers still panic stricken resting
aboard the Coast Guard vessel
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At 12:50 noon on July 31, watch guard personnel at the Shiao Liou

Chiou security checkpoint have reported in and jointly conducted ra-

dar surveillance with the radar unit citing a transport vessel, SS Tourism,

has encountered fire stress two nautical miles off the coast of Shiao Liou

Chiou, at coordinates of E120.23 and N22.24, where the watch guard

personnel's surveillance through the telescope find a large number of

passengers are grabbing the life jacket and rushing to jump into the sea,

who has immediately reported back to the checkpoint commander and

the duty officer at the Coast Guard Bureaus' sixth head squad, and the

head squad has immediately notified all

Coast Guard units and relevant rescue units

nearby to rush to the disaster scene to pro-

vide firsthand rescue.  The duty command

center at the Coast Guard Bureau for the

Southern region, upon lodging in the distress

call from the 118 hotline, has also rushed to

dispatch a total of seven Coast Guard vessels,

including the #3535 and #5029 frigates, Coast

Guard #1, Coast Guard #5, BR-01 rescue boat

and so forth to rush to the disaster scene to

render assistance, with report filed with rel-

evant units, including the Ministry of Trans-

portation and Communications, Department

of Defense, Department of Interior's aerial

head squad to set off sea rescue efforts for

the passenger and the vessel in distress.

At the onset of the maritime distress,

Coast Guard sixth squad commander Liu

Kuo-yin has rushed to the Donggang secu-

rity checkpoint, joined by relevant staff, to

conduct field commanding and set up an emergency response center,

for carrying out post-disaster rescue logistics for the case, together with

the Donggang and Yanpu security checkpoints, mobile unit, duty com-

pany assigning personnel to erect the cordon lines, monitor the traffic,

maintain the order on location, and attend to providing the passengers

and their families with amenities of resting place, drinking water, blan-

kets and so forth.  Soon after, Southern Coast Guard Bureau chief Yeh

Kuang-hui has also arrived on the scene to oversee the logistics work-

ing with relevant units, including the Pintung County Police

Administration, Pintung County Fire Department, Kaohsiung Port

Authorities, and Disaster Rescue Association and so forth, to put forth

full efforts in disaster rescuing.
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Coast Guard RB-01 vessel conducts rescue mis-
sion with a powerful fire jet

Coast Guard offices and servicemen
cover passengers rescued ashore
with blanket to prevent hypothermia
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One the one hand, the RB-01 rescue vessel is working hard to put

out the fire at sea; one the other hand, the rescue vessels have rushed to

scoop up and send passengers jumping into the sea ashore, with Coast

Guard dispatched medical officers and medical duty servicemen on the

shore providing CPR emergency rescue to passengers ingested with

water hoping to save lives, and some of the drawn passengers are rushed

to the Donggang's Pu Ying and An Tai hospitals in ambulance.

Unfortunately, at the split moment when the incident happens, the pas-

sengers are made to experience the most horrid and scary scenes, writ-

ten all over their faces, with a majority of the passengers are lucky to be

rescued, but yet a few have unfortunately demised forever.

Taken into account the vast expanse of the sea where the incident

takes place, the vessels have put forth their might to rescue distressed

passengers and arrange them for treatment at hospital.  Yet with SS

Tourism passenger boat's fire that quickly went out of control, the fire

vessels are unable to effectively contain the fire from spreading, and SS

Tourism is later engulfed in flame and capsized at 15:10 in the afternoon.

In Coast Guard's passenger check, the security checkpoint has duly

conducted necessary inspection and control as regulated, and in its post-

incident review, what it has done in dispatching the manpower, mobi-

lizing the equipment for conducting the rescue work, instigating the

rescue mechanism, rushing to the site in a firing speed to attempt to

rescue the lives of the passengers and properties, until the entire dis-

tressed passengers have been rescued, the injured sent for emergency

aid, and interim placement and warmth-keeping of unharmed

passengers, whom have been cared for by the rescuing associates

throughout the entire process, has earned the Coast guard widespread

recognition and praises for how they are able to remain clam and dem-

onstrate their caring spirit for all people.

(The author is with the sixth head squad of the Bureau of Coast Guard

for the Southern region)
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Bureau chief Yeh Kuang-hui, of the Coast Guard
Administration Bureau of Coast Guard for the south-
ern region, arrives on the scene to conduct disaster
rescue mission, coordinating with relevant rescue
units, including the Pintung County Police
Administration, Pintung County Fire Department,
Kaohsiung Port Authorities, Disaster Rescue
Association.




